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Abstract 27 

Respiratory modulation of sympathetic vasomotor outflow to skeletal muscles (muscle 28 

sympathetic nerve activity; MSNA) occurs in resting humans. Specifically, MSNA is 29 

highest at end-expiration and lowest at end-inspiration during quiet, resting breathing. 30 

We tested the hypothesis that within-breath modulation of MSNA would be amplified 31 

during graded leg cycling. Thirteen (n = 3 female) healthy young (age 25.2 ± 4.7 years) 32 

individuals completed all testing. MSNA (right median nerve) was measured at rest 33 

(baseline) and during semi-recumbent cycle exercise at 40%, 60%, and 80% of maximal 34 

workload (Wmax). MSNA burst frequency (BF) was 20.0 ± 4.0 bursts/min at baseline 35 

and was not different during exercise at 40%Wmax (21.3 ± 3.7 bursts/min; P = 0.292). 36 

Thereafter, MSNA BF increased significantly compared with baseline (60%Wmax: 31.6 37 

± 5.8 bursts/min; P < 0.001, 80%Wmax: 44.7 ± 5.3 bursts/min; P < 0.001). At baseline 38 

and all exercise intensities, MSNA BF was lowest at end-inspiration and greatest at 39 

mid-to-end expiration. The within-breath change in MSNA BF (ΔMSNA BF; 40 

end-expiration minus end-inspiration) was gradually increased from baseline to 41 

60%Wmax leg cycling, but no further increase appeared at 80%Wmax exercise. Our 42 

results indicate that within-breath modulation of MSNA is amplified from baseline to 43 

moderate intensity during dynamic exercise in young healthy individuals, and that no 44 

further potentiation occurs at higher exercise intensities. Our findings provide an 45 

important extension of our understanding of respiratory influences on sympathetic 46 

vasomotor control. 47 
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New & Noteworthy 52 

Within-breath modulation of sympathetic vasomotor outflow to skeletal muscle (muscle 53 

sympathetic nerve activity; MSNA) occurs in spontaneously breathing humans at rest.  54 

It is unknown if respiratory modulation persists during dynamic whole-body exercise. 55 

We found that MSNA burst frequency was lowest at end-inspiration and highest at 56 

mid-to-end expiration during rest and graded leg cycling. Respiratory modulation of 57 

sympathetic vasomotor outflow remains intact and is amplified during dynamic 58 

whole-body exercise. 59 
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Introduction 60 

Respiratory modulation of sympathetic vasomotor outflow to skeletal muscle 61 

(muscle sympathetic nerve activity; MSNA) is clear in spontaneously breathing humans 62 

under resting conditions. For example, MSNA declines during inspiration, reaching its 63 

nadir at end-inspiratory/early expiration, and then rises reaching its peak at 64 

end-expiration during eupnea (1-6). Within-breath modulation of MSNA is thought to 65 

be due to neural feedback from lung stretch receptors and arterial baroreceptors (7-9). 66 

Respiratory modulation of MSNA is preserved when tidal volume is voluntarily 67 

increased above that seen with eupnea (34). The modulatory effect of breathing persists 68 

even in the face of a large increase in background MSNA produced by superimposing 69 

static handgrip combined with forearm ischemia (4). However, the physiological 70 

adjustments that accompany dynamic, large muscle exercise are numerous and differ 71 

considerably from isolated small muscle mass exercise. For example, multiple neural 72 

mechanisms such as central command, the exercise pressor reflex (i.e., metaboreflex 73 

and mechanoreflex), and the arterial/cardiopulmonary baroreflex all work in concert to 74 

regulate sympathetic vasomotor outflow (10-13). Given the change in the architecture 75 

of ventilation that occurs with rhythmic large muscle exercise (i.e., increases in the 76 

frequency, rate and depth of lung inflation), it is possible that exercise may result in a 77 

sympathoinhibitory influence that would counteract other excitatory autonomic effects 78 

and attenuate the modulatory effect of breathing. On the other hand, based on simulated 79 

exercise hyperpnea experiments, it has been postulated that neural feedback from lung 80 

stretch receptors may have an even greater influence on MSNA regulation during 81 
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dynamic exercise because of marked oscillations in tidal volume (4, 6). Accordingly, the 82 

expiratory-to-inspiratory difference in MSNA (i.e., respiratory modulation of MSNA) 83 

may be increased during dynamic exercise where ventilation is increased in a 84 

physiologically relevant condition. We hypothesized that the extent of within-breath 85 

modulation of MSNA would be amplified during graded whole-body exercise. To test 86 

this hypothesis, we measured MSNA and respiratory variables during graded 87 

semi-recumbent cycle exercise to determine when MSNA discharge occurred over the 88 

respiratory cycle. 89 

 90 

Methods 91 

Ethical approval 92 

All study procedures were approved by the Clinical Research Ethics Board at the 93 

University of British Columbia (H16-03181) and the institutional review board of the 94 

Nagoya University Graduate School of Medicine (2016-0030). The study conformed to 95 

the standards set by the Declaration of Helsinki, except for registration in a database. 96 

All subjects were informed about the experimental procedures and potential risks 97 

involved and provided written and verbal informed consent. 98 

Subjects 99 

Healthy male (n = 24) and female (n = 8) subjects participated in the study. All 100 

subjects were: free of any known disease, non-smokers, and were not taking any 101 

prescribed or over-the-counter medications. Females were tested randomly throughout 102 

their menstrual cycle as there is significant inter- and intra-subject variability with 103 
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respect to ovarian hormone levels throughout the menstrual cycle (14). We were unable 104 

to obtain or maintain sufficient quality MSNA recordings at rest or during cycling in 105 

nineteen subjects (n = 14 males, n = 5 females). Consequently, we report data from 106 

thirteen subjects (n = 10 males, n = 3, females). This study was partly undertaken in 107 

conjunction with a study designed to investigate the effect of work of breathing on 108 

MSNA (15) (n = 3), and additional participants (n =10) were recruited for the purposes 109 

of this investigation. 110 

Experimental procedure 111 

Experiments were conducted over two days in a temperature-controlled room 112 

(22-24°C). On day 1, the subjects were first instructed how to extend and hold their 113 

arms laterally, which were supported by bedside tables, during cycle exercise using an 114 

electromechanically braked ergometer in a semi-recumbent position (back at 35° 115 

incline). Thereafter, to obtain maximal work rate, subjects performed an incremental 116 

maximal exercise test. Males started exercise at 60 W and females at 20 W with the 117 

intensity increasing by 20 W/min until exhaustion. Cadence was maintained at 60 rpm 118 

with the aid of a metronome. Cardiorespiratory parameters were recorded continuously 119 

during the test. 120 

On day 2 subjects were instrumented to record MSNA. A period of 3 to 5 minutes 121 

of resting baseline was recorded before performing submaximal leg cycling exercise in 122 

a semi-recumbent position at three different intensities (mild: 40%, moderate: 60%, and 123 

high: 80%Wmax). Cycle exercise was continuous and each intensity stage lasted 3-7 124 
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minutes (15). At rest and during exercise, cardiorespiratory parameters and MSNA were 125 

recorded continuously. 126 

Experimental measurements and instrumentation 127 

Cardiorespiratory variables. Heart rate (HR) was determined from a lead-II 128 

electrocardiogram (FE 132; AD Instruments, Colorado Springs, CO, USA). The 129 

subjects breathed through a mouthpiece and low-resistance non-rebreathing valve with 130 

their nose occluded. Respiratory parameters were measured using a custom metabolic 131 

cart consisting of two pneumotachographs for inspiration and expiration (model 3813; 132 

Hans Rudolph, Kansas City, MO, USA) and independently calibrated O2 and CO2 133 

analysers (SA/II and CD-3A; Applied Electrochemistry, Pittsburgh, PA, USA).  134 

Muscle sympathetic nerve activity. Multiunit muscle sympathetic nerve activity 135 

discharges were recorded by microneurography using a recording system and technique 136 

which has been utilized in previous studies (16-18). In brief, a tungsten microelectrode 137 

with shaft diameter of 0.1 mm was inserted transcutaneously by an experienced 138 

investigator into the median nerve at the cubital fossa of the right arm. The right arm 139 

was fixed to prevent movement artifacts during exercise. The MSNA was identified 140 

based on the following criteria: spontaneous burst discharge synchronized with heart 141 

beat and enhanced by the breath holding, but showing no change in response to sensory 142 

stimuli, such as a loud noise or cutaneous touch (19-21). These characteristics were 143 

used to discriminate between muscle and skin sympathetic nerve fibers. MSNA signal 144 

quality was confirmed using breath-holds not only at rest but also during exercise. The 145 

raw electrical signal was fed to a differential amplifier (DAM50; World Precision 146 
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Instruments, Sarasota, FL, USA) and amplified 100,000 times through a bandpass filter 147 

(700-2,000 Hz) (DV-04; NF Corporation, Yokohama, Japan). The neurogram was 148 

full-wave rectified and integrated by a capacitance-integrated circuit with a time 149 

constant of 0.1 s (299; Intercross, Tokyo, Japan).  150 

Data acquisition and analysis 151 

The signals from the electrocardiogram, pneumotachometer, and gas analyser, and 152 

the mean-voltage neurogram were analogue-to-digital converted (PowerLab, AD 153 

Instruments, Bella Vista, NSW, Australia) and recorded at 1,000 Hz using data 154 

acquisition software (LabChart v8.1, AD Instruments) for offline analysis. Heart rate 155 

(HR) was determined from each R-R interval. The onset of inspiration and the onset of 156 

expiration were determined using customized computer program and were inspected by 157 

the operator. Inspiratory and expiratory duration (TI and TE) and consequent total breath 158 

duration (TTOT) were calculated from the flow signals. Tidal volume (VT), breathing 159 

frequency (fb), minute ventilation (V
．

E), and inspiratory duty cycle (TI/TTOT) were 160 

calculated breath-by-breath. Metabolic variables [oxygen uptake (V
．

O2) and carbon 161 

dioxide output (V
．

CO2)] were also calculated.  162 

The MSNA bursts were identified from the mean-voltage neurogram using 163 

customized computer program-assisted inspection (16-18), which accounted for the 164 

latency from the ECG R wave to the sympathetic burst (21) (Figure 1). MSNA was 165 

quantified as burst frequency (BF, bursts per minute and bursts per phase) and burst 166 

incidence (BI, bursts per minute per 100 heart beats). We could not calculate MSNA 167 

burst amplitude and total activity, since efferent and afferent neural activity, and 168 
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infiltration of the nerve signal from electromyographic activity, increases baseline 169 

during moderate and high intensity exercise (16, 22, 23). Sympathetic activity was 170 

averaged over 3-min periods at baseline and over 1-min during exercise. 171 

The location of the burst peak within the respiratory cycle was determined for each 172 

breath at baseline and during exercise as a function of time. Burst frequency in each 173 

20%-time interval from the onset of inspiration to the end and from the onset of 174 

expiration to the end (i.e., ten equal epochs in total) were determined using customized 175 

computer program-assisted inspection (Figure 2). Determination of burst frequency was 176 

made after the neurograms were shifted in time to account for conduction delay 177 

(0.93-1.13 s) based on findings from our previous studies (15-18, 23-26) (Appendix 178 

Figure 1). This is in good agreement with the original findings of Fagius and Wallin 179 

(0.90-1.13 s) (21). 180 

Statistical analysis 181 

Values are expressed as means ± SD. We used the third minute during exercise at 182 

40% and 60%Wmax and the second or third minute during exercise at 80%Wmax for the 183 

statistical analysis, because the subjects breathed spontaneously (i.e., natural breathing) 184 

by the second or third minute during previous work investigating work of breathing on 185 

MSNA (15). One-way repeated-measures (RM) ANOVA followed by a Bonferroni 186 

correction was used to evaluate the comparisons of variables among the intensity 187 

(Baseline, 40%, 60%, and 80%Wmax). For the comparison of MSNA burst among the 188 

intensity, the difference in MSNA (ΔMSNA) in each phase from end-inspiration 189 

(80-100% of inspiration) was calculated. The changes in MSNA burst within respiratory 190 
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cycle (i.e., ten phases total) was also evaluated using RM ANOVA. Changes in MSNA 191 

during within breath among the intensity (phase-intensity) were analyzed using a 192 

two-way RM ANOVA. The difference in MSNA within breath (ΔMSNA) was 193 

calculated as MSNA burst at mid- to end-expiration (60-100% of expiration) minus 194 

mid- to end-inspiration (60-100% of inspiration) and MSNA burst during expiration 195 

(0-100% of expiration) minus inspiration (0-100% of inspiration). Changes in ΔMSNA 196 

were also analyzed via one-way RM ANOVA and Bonferroni correction. Statistical 197 

significance was set at P < 0.05. Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS (11.5; 198 

SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA) and StatView (5.0; SAS Institute, Tokyo, Japan). 199 

 200 

Results 201 

Subjects and maximal exercise test 202 

Subject characteristics (n = 13) are as follows: age 25.2 ± 4.7 years, height 174.5 ± 203 

7.7 cm and body mass 69.1 ± 12.2 kg. During the maximal exercise test, subjects 204 

reached a peak workload of 276 ± 56 W. Cardiopulmonary variables during maximal 205 

semi-recumbent cycle exercise include: HR = 184 ± 11 beats/min, V
．

O2 [peak oxygen 206 

uptake (V
．

O2peak)] = 3.3 ± 0.8 l/min (47.5 ± 8.0 ml/kg/min), V
．

CO2 = 3.8 ± 0.8 l/min, RER 207 

= 1.18 ± 0.07, and V
．

E = 140 ± 30 l/min. 208 

Submaximal exercise test 209 

Cardiopulmonary variables. Table 1 shows cardiopulmonary variables during 210 

submaximal exercise. Significant increases in V
．

E, VT, fb, V
．

O2, V
．

CO2, and HR were 211 

observed in proportion to increases in exercise intensity. The corresponding V
．

O2 during 212 
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the 40%, 60%, and 80%Wmax was 54 ± 5%, 73 ± 7%, and 88 ± 8% of V
．

O2peak, 213 

respectively. TI, TE, and TTOT decreased progressively when exercise intensity was 214 

increased. 215 

Muscle sympathetic nerve activity. Representative MSNA recordings at baseline 216 

and during exercise for a single subject is displayed in Figure 3 and group mean MSNA 217 

BF and BI values are indicated in Table 1. During 40%Wmax leg cycling, MSNA BF 218 

was not different compared with baseline. At 60%Wmax exercise, MSNA BF was 219 

significantly greater, and further increased at 80%Wmax exercise. MSNA BI decreased 220 

significantly during 40%Wmax exercise and tended to return to the baseline levels. 221 

 Within-breath modulation of MSNA. Figures 4 and 5 show the influence of 222 

respiratory cycle on MSNA burst and BI at baseline and during exercise. At baseline 223 

and during exercise, the MSNA burst and BI were low at mid- to end-inspiration 224 

(60-100% of inspiration) and high during mid- to end-expiration (60-100% of 225 

expiration) (P < 0.05) at baseline and during exercise (Figure 4A and 4B). Significant 226 

differences in within-breath changes in MSNA burst among intensity were observed 227 

(Figure 5A and 5B). The difference in MSNA (ΔMSNA) between mid- to 228 

end-inspiration (60-100% of inspiration) and mid- to end-expiration (60-100% of 229 

expiration) (Figure 6A) and between inspiration (0-100% of inspiration) and expiration 230 

(0-100% of expiration) (Figure 6B) during exercise (40%, 60%, and 80%Wmax) were 231 

significantly larger than that at baseline. The ΔMSNA during 60%Wmax was 232 

significantly larger than that during 40%Wmax, while no significant difference was 233 

found between 60%Wmax and 80%Wmax (Figures 6A and 6B). 234 
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 235 

Discussion 236 

The main findings of this study are that MSNA is lowest at end-inspiration and highest 237 

during mid- to end-expiration during cycle exercise over a range of cycling intensities 238 

and ventilations. Our findings of within-breath modulation of MSNA under conditions 239 

of exercise-induced heightened sympathetic neural outflow provides additional 240 

evidence of a powerful sympathoinhibitory influence of lung volume. The within-breath 241 

modulation of MSNA was gradually increased from baseline to 60%Wmax leg cycling, 242 

but no further increase appeared at 80%Wmax exercise. Under conditions of rest and 243 

voluntary hyperpnea, there is a volume-dependent modulation of MSNA which occurs 244 

within each respiratory cycle showing late-inspiratory inhibition and late-expiratory 245 

excitation (4, 6, 27). Inhibitory feedback has been attributed, in part, to lung stretch and 246 

baroreceptor mechanisms (7). Within this context, our findings extend these 247 

observations and provide novel information concerning respiratory modulation of neural 248 

control during dynamic exercise. We interpret our findings to mean that within-breath 249 

modulation of MSNA is amplified by moderate intensity during leg cycling, whereas 250 

further potentiation does not occur at higher exercise intensity. 251 

MSNA response to leg cycling 252 

Previous studies (22, 28, 29) found that relative to rest, MSNA decreased at light 253 

intensities of leg cycling (e.g., 20% V
．

O2peak) and returned to the resting levels at mild 254 

intensity (e.g., 40% V
．

O2peak). It has been suggested that this lowering of MSNA during 255 

mild exercise is related to the sympathoinhibitory effect of the cardiopulmonary 256 
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baroreflex (10, 11, 25). During dynamic leg exercise above 40%V
．

O2peak, MSNA rises in 257 

proportion to the increased workload (15, 22, 28). Similar to these previous studies, we 258 

found that compared to baseline MSNA BF was not different at 40%Wmax whereas it 259 

was significantly greater at 60% and 80%Wmax exercise, (Table 1). Our observations 260 

are consistent with the hypothesis that powerful sympathoexcitatory drive from the 261 

skeletal muscle metaboreflex plays a major role during leg cycling at higher intensities 262 

(10, 11, 25, 30).  263 

Within-breath modulation of MSNA during exercise  264 

Our findings agree with previous observations of a within-breath modulation of 265 

sympathetic vasomotor outflow during tidal breathing at rest (Figure 4 and 5). Although 266 

our understanding of the respiratory modulation of MSNA is incomplete there is general 267 

consensus that neural feedback from the lung stretch receptors and the baroreceptors 268 

seem to be likely mechanisms (7-9). In healthy subjects, Seals et al. (5) indicated that 269 

within-breath modulation of MSNA was augmented at high VT at rest. During even 270 

moderate levels of whole-body dynamic exercise, VT increases several-fold above 271 

resting levels. Therefore, it is possible that marked increases in VT during exercise may 272 

have an even greater influence on the regulation of sympathetic vasomotor outflow (4). 273 

Additionally, it has been postulated that the hyperpnea of whole-body exercise might 274 

exert a sympathoinhibitory influence that would counteract the excitatory autonomic 275 

effects of central command and muscle afferent reflexes (4). To address these concepts, 276 

several studies (4, 27) assessed MSNA during “exercise-like” voluntary hyperpnea [fb: 277 

30-45 breaths/min, VT: ~ 2 times of eupnea, V
．

E: ~90 l/min] and within-breath 278 
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modulation of MSNA appears preserved under these conditions. To our knowledge, 279 

respiratory modulation of MSNA during dynamic whole-body exercise has not been 280 

assessed. As shown in Figures 4 and 5, we found that MSNA is reduced during mid- to 281 

end-inspiration and elevated during mid- to end-expiration during leg cycling at 40%, 282 

60%, and 80%Wmax in healthy young individuals. These observations suggest that 283 

within-breath modulation of sympathetic vasomotor outflow is preserved during 284 

dynamic leg cycle exercise. 285 

In the present study, within-breath modulation of MSNA was increased from 286 

baseline to moderate (60%Wmax) exercise but not further increased at higher 287 

(80%Wmax) exercise intensity (Figure 6). We need to consider the possible mechanisms 288 

associated with an amplified within-breath modulation of sympathetic vasomotor 289 

outflow during leg cycling. Possibilities include feedback from lung stretch receptors 290 

and arterial and cardiopulmonary baroreceptors as well as feedforward influences (7, 291 

31). Seals et al. (5) investigated the role of pulmonary vagal stretch reflexes by 292 

comparing the responses in normal subjects with those in patients who had undergone 293 

lung transplant. They revealed that the patients did not show the greater inhibition of 294 

MSNA, that is observed in normal subjects when VT was voluntarily increased (5). As 295 

we expected, leg cycling elicited intensity-dependent increases in VT (Table 1). Based 296 

on these data, it seems likely that afferent input from pulmonary stretch receptors 297 

contributes to the potentiation of within-breath modulation of MSNA by moderate 298 

intensity leg cycling. Changes in intrathoracic pressure produce both oscillation in 299 

arterial blood pressure, which are sensed by arterial baroreceptors, and fluctuations in 300 
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cardiac filling and central venous pressure, sensed by cardiopulmonary baroreceptors. 301 

These receptors subserve cardiovascular reflexes with strong effects on the regulation of 302 

MSNA (32). Eckberg et al. (2, 33) showed that sensitivity of the sympathetic nervous 303 

system to baroreceptor influences fluctuates during respiration, with the greatest 304 

responsiveness occurring at low lung volumes when spontaneous MSNA is highest. 305 

However, it is unclear whether there is a primary role for arterial baroreceptors in 306 

within-breath modulation of MSNA. The observation that variations in MSNA occur 307 

with changes in lung volume even at equal levels of within-breath diastolic blood 308 

pressure (4, 5), supports the concept that respiratory modulation of MSNA is 309 

independent of fluctuations in arterial blood pressure (1). The cardiopulmonary 310 

baroreflex may also contribute to within-breath modulation of MSNA during exercise. 311 

Respiratory-induced fluctuations in intrathoracic pressure affect venous return and 312 

thereby central blood volume (34), which in turn loads the cardiopulmonary 313 

baroreceptors and consequently affects MSNA. Additionally, it seems likely that a 314 

loading of cardiopulmonary baroreceptors, which is due to increases in pulmonary 315 

wedge or central venous pressures, enhances in proportion to exercise intensity (35). 316 

However, high-intensity muscle metaboreflex activation overrides cardiopulmonary 317 

baroreflex-mediated inhibition of MSNA (30, 36), although it is unclear the effect of 318 

oscillatory changes in central venous pressure on MSNA during exercise. It is possible 319 

that central respiratory motor output (hyperpnea drive) may relate to the within-breath 320 

MSNA modulation during leg cycling. St. Croix et al. (6) found that reducing (via 321 

assisted mechanical ventilation) or increasing (via inspiratory resistance) the magnitude 322 
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of central respiratory motor output does not affect within-breath MSNA modulation. 323 

However, the same research group reported that exceptional subject showed a rapid 324 

increase in MSNA in response to non-fatiguing, inspiratory resistive breathing (37). 325 

From this, they supposed that extreme levels of central respiratory motor output may 326 

affect MSNA during heavy respiratory muscle work. 327 

What could account for the apparent reason for no further potentiation at higher 328 

intensity? As shown in Figure 5A, MSNA exercise was during 80%Wmax higher not 329 

only during expiration, but also during inspiration as compared with those during 40% 330 

and 60%Wmax exercise. This would be a reason for no further increase in the difference 331 

in MSNA during 80%Wmax exercise between inspiration and expiration. Although we 332 

do not have data, this may be due to a powerful sympathoexcitation drive from the 333 

skeletal and/or respiratory muscle metabolism and/or central respiratory motor output 334 

during 80%Wmax exercise. These effects may partly override an inhibition of MSNA 335 

during inspiration by vagal feedback from lung stretch receptors. It is also necessary to 336 

consider a reason for earlier increase in MSNA in expiration during 80%Wmax (Figure 337 

5A and 5B). Derchak et al. (27) investigated the effects of high-intensity expiratory 338 

muscle contraction on MSNA: during effort task trial with short TE (fb = 30 breaths/min, 339 

TE/TTOT = 0.35), MSNA increase immediately at the onset of expiration, and remained 340 

elevated throughout expiration. They supposed that this increase in MSNA at the onset 341 

of expiration might be influenced by high central expiratory motor output. Additionally, 342 

St. Croix et al. (6) reported during voluntary hyperventilation, there was some 343 

variability among subjects, several subjects showing peak activity slightly earlier in 344 
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expiration. From these observations, an earlier increase in MSNA in expiration during 345 

80%Wmax may be due sympathoexcitation from high-levels of central expiratory motor 346 

output. 347 

Technical considerations and perspectives 348 

In our study, MSNA was represented as BF and BI, which has been used to quantify 349 

sympathetic outflow during dynamic leg cycling (16, 17, 22, 23, 26). However, we were 350 

unable to calculate MSNA burst amplitude and total activity. During dynamic leg 351 

cycling above moderate intensity, electromyographic, efferent and afferent nerve 352 

activities altered the baseline of the integrated neurogram in several recordings (16, 17, 353 

26), and as such we could not preserve a signal-to-noise ratio >3:1. The high proportion 354 

of axons directed to skin likely contribute to the low success rates in obtaining stable 355 

MSNA recordings even under resting conditions. It is possible that we may have had 356 

higher success rates had we recorded from the radial nerve at the posterior aspect of the 357 

mid humerus. In support of approach and overall conclusions, previous studies 358 

demonstrated a positive correlation between BF and burst amplitude (38) and both 359 

MSNA BF and total activity are modulated by respiration (1).  360 

To clarify the amplification on within-breath modulation of MSNA among the 361 

intensity (Baseline, 40%, 60%, and 80%Wmax), we utilized two different analyses, e.g., 362 

1) mid-to end-expiration (60-100% of expiration) minus mild- to end-inspiration 363 

(60-100% of inspiration) and 2) expiration (0-100% expiration) minus inspiration 364 

(0-100% of inspiration). In both cases, statistical results were the same, as shown in 365 

Figures 6A and 6B. Therefore that our interpretation, which is levelling off of 366 
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within-breath modulation appeared above 60%Wmax, seems to be plausible, although it 367 

remains possible that at 80%Wmax the variability in our data may limit statistical 368 

power. 369 

We did not control menstrual cycle in female participants. Baseline MSNA changes 370 

throughout the menstrual cycle, as reproductive hormones have been shown to influence 371 

autonomic control (39, 40). Previous studies have investigated the effect of menstrual 372 

cycle on MSNA during exercise, but the findings are inconsistent: higher (41) and no 373 

effect (39, 42) of MSNA response to handgrip exercise. It has previously demonstrated 374 

no effect menstrual-cycle phase on ventilation during submaximal leg cycle exercise 375 

(14). Thus, it may be that within-breath modulation on MSNA during leg cycling is not 376 

affected by the menstrual cycle and fluctuations in ovarian hormones. 377 

We studied young healthy subjects and our results may not necessarily extend to 378 

other populations. Increased sympathetic activity in patients with chronic heart failure 379 

has been linked to alterations in respiratory-sympathetic coupling such that the MSNA 380 

is highest in those patients in whom the normal inspiratory-linked inhibition of MSNA 381 

is most diminished (43). In addition, elevated MSNA during mild dynamic leg exercise 382 

has been reported in patients with heart failure (44). It is assumed that within-breath 383 

modulation of sympathetic vasomotor outflow during whole-body exercise would be 384 

altered in patients with heart failure. Further research is needed to determine if 385 

respiratory modulation of MSNA during exercise persists in other populations. 386 

The question remains of how within-breath modulation of sympathetic vasomotor 387 

outflow affects downstream vascular responses and peripheral blood flow? Under 388 
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resting conditions, the ability of spontaneously occurring MSNA bursts to evoke a 389 

beat-to-beat change in limb vascular conductance has been reported (45-47). It is an 390 

important challenge to elucidate transduction of within-breath modulation of 391 

sympathetic vasomotor outflow into fluctuations in peripheral blood flow in active and 392 

inactive limbs (8, 47). 393 

 394 

Conclusion 395 

We found that MSNA BF and BI were lowest at end-inspiration and greatest at mid- 396 

to end-expiration at rest and graded leg cycling. The within-breath change in MSNA BF 397 

(expiration minus inspiration) was gradually increased from baseline to 60%Wmax leg 398 

cycling, but no further increase appeared at 80%Wmax exercise. Our results indicate that 399 

within-breath modulation of MSNA is amplified from baseline to moderate intensity 400 

during dynamic exercise in young healthy individuals, and that no further potentiation 401 

occurs at higher exercise intensities. Our findings provide important information 402 

concerning respiratory modulation of neural control during dynamic whole-body 403 

exercise. 404 

 405 
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Figure legends 571 
 572 
Figure 1. ECG and MSNA during exercise at 60%Wmax in a single female subject. The 573 
identified bursts as stars. The MSNA bursts were identified from the mean-voltage neurogram, 574 
which accounted for the latency from the ECG-R wave to the burst (dotted line with arrow). 575 
 576 
Figure 2. Original recordings of muscle sympathetic nerve activity (MSNA) and flow at rest 577 
(baseline) in a single female subject. Neurogram has been corrected for estimated nerve 578 
conduction delays.  579 
 580 
Figure 3. Original recordings of muscle sympathetic nerve activity (MSNA) and respiratory flow 581 
at baseline and during 40%, 60%, and 80%Wmax exercise from one female subject (V

．
E; baseline, 582 

10.4 l/min; 40%Wmax, 38.4 l/min; 60%Wmax, 58.7 l/min; 80%Wmax, 74.7 l/min). Neurogram 583 
has been corrected for estimated nerve conduction delays.  584 
 585 
Figure 4. Mean data for the within-breath changes in MSNA burst (A) and BI (B) at baseline and 586 
during 40%, 60%, and 80% Wmax exercise. X-axis is absolute time from the start of inspiration 587 
to the end of expiration. Data are means ± SD.  588 
 589 
Figure 5. Mean data for the within-breath changes in MSNA burst (A) and the changes in MSNA 590 

(ΔMSNA) from the end-inspiration (80-100%) at baseline and during 40%, 60%, and 80% Wmax 591 
exercise. X-axis is relative percentage of inspiration and expiration times. Data are means ± SD. 592 
 593 
Figure 6. Mean data for the difference in MSNA burst between inspiration (60-100% of 594 
inspiration and expiration (60-100% of expiration) (A) and between inspiration (0-100% of 595 
inspiration) and expiration (0-100% of expiration) (B) at baseline and during 40%, 60%, and 596 
80% Wmax exercise. Data are means ± SD. 597 
 598 
Appendix Figure 1. Distribution of averaged reflex latencies for the median nerve plotted against 599 
height. Subjects: n = 75 (64 males, 11 females), age 22 ± 4 yr (range 18-36 yr), height 171 ± 4 600 
cm (range 153-188 cm). Data are means ± SD. Data from our previous works (ref. #15-18, 23-26, 601 
36). 602 

 603 
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Table 1. Cardiorespiratory variables, muscle sympathetic activity, and workload during the submaximal test. 

                 Exercise (%Wmax) One-way RM ANOVA 

 Variables   Baseline      40%     60%     80% P values 

 V
．

E (l·min-1)  11.9 ± 2.0   43.7 ± 9.7*  65.9 ± 10.1*†  94.2 ± 18.5*†§ < 0.001 
 VT (l)   0.9 ± 0.2    1.9 ± 0.5*   2.3 ± 0.4*†   2.6 ± 0.5*†§ < 0.001 
 fb (breaths·min-1)  13.9 ± 2.6   23.3 ± 3.7*  29.2 ± 4.2*†  36.6 ± 6.8*†§ < 0.001 
 TI (sec)    2.0 ± 1.1    1.2 ± 0.3*   1.1 ± 0.3*   0.8 ± 0.2*† < 0.001 
 TE (sec)   2.7 ± 1.2    1.5 ± 0.3*   1.1 ± 0.2*   0.8 ± 0.2*† < 0.001 

 TTot (sec)   4.7 ± 2.3    2.7 ± 0.5*   2.1 ± 0.3*   1.7 ± 0.3*† < 0.001 

 TI/TTot (%)  42.0 ± 4.1    46.0 ± 2.4  51.0 ± 10.1*†  50.3 ± 2.7*† < 0.001 

 V
．

O2 (l·min-1)   0.4 ± 0.1    1.8 ± 0.3*   2.3 ± 0.4*†   2.8 ± 0.6*†§ < 0.001 

 V
．

O2 (ml·kg-1·min-1)   5.4 ± 1.0   25.5 ± 3.8*  34.2 ± 5.3*†  41.7 ± 7.9*†§ < 0.001 

 V
．

CO2 (l·min-1)   0.3 ± 0.1    1.5 ± 0.3*   2.2 ± 0.4*   2.8 ± 0.6* < 0.001 

 RER   0.8 ± 0.1    0.8 ± 0.1   0.9 ± 0.1*†   1.0 ± 0.1*†§ < 0.001 

 HR (beats·min-1)  61.6 ± 7.9  113.6 ± 12.6* 143.6 ± 11.4*† 169.4 ± 9.3*†§ < 0.001 

 MSNA BF (bursts·min-1)  20.0 ± 4.0   21.3 ± 3.7  31.6 ± 5.8*†  44.7 ± 5.3*†§ < 0.001 

 MSNA BI (bursts·100 heart beats-1)  33.2 ± 9.2   19.0 ± 4.3*  22.2 ± 4.9*  26.5 ± 3.6*†§ < 0.001 

 Workload (watts)      -    110 ± 25   168 ± 32†   215 ± 44†§ < 0.001 

V
．

E, expired minute ventilation; VT, tidal volume; fb, breathing frequency; TI, inspiratory time; TE, expiratory time; TTot, total breath time; V
．

O2, 
oxygen uptake; V

．
CO2, carbon dioxide output; RER, respiratory exchange ratio; HR, heart rate; MSNA BF, muscle sympathetic nerve activity 

burst frequency; MSNA BI; muscle sympathetic nerve activity burst incidence. *P<0.05 vs. Baseline. †P < 0.05 vs. 40%. §P < 0.05 vs. 60%. 
Data are means ± SD.  
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